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Abstract2

We investigate the role of confinement on the onset of crystallisation in sub-cooled3

micellar solutions of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), examining the impact of sample4

volume, substrate surface energy, and surface roughness. Using small angle neutron5

scattering (SANS) and dynamic light scattering (DLS), we measure the crystallisation6

temperature upon cooling, and the metastable zone width (MSZW), for bulk 10-307

wt% SDS solutions. We then introduce a microdroplet approach to quantify the im-8

pact of surface free energy (18-65 mN/m) and substrate roughness (Rα ≃ 0-60 µm) on9

the kinetics of surface-induced crystallisation through measurements of induction time10

(ti) under isothermal conditions. While ti is found to decrease exponentially with de-11

creasing temperature (increasing sub-cooling) for all tested surfaces, increasing surface12

energy could cause a significant, further reduction, of up to ∼40 fold. For substrates13

with the lowest surface energy and longest ti, microscale surface roughness is found to14

enhance crystal nucleation, in particular for Rα ≥ 10 µm. Finally, we demonstrate that15
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tuning surface energy and microscopic roughness can be effective routes to promote or16

delay nucleation in bulk-like volumes, thus greatly impacting the stability of surfactant17

solutions at lower temperatures.18

Introduction19

Solution crystallisation underpins the manufacture of a wide range of materials, such as phar-20

maceutical drugs, food products and personal care formulations.1–5 While the focus of some21

branches of pharmaceutical and food industries is on the promotion of crystal formation and22

control of their polymorphic structure, the inhibition of crystallisation can also be desirable23

in the production of soluble drugs and functional stable home care products. As the key24

component in personal and home care formulations, surfactants are amphiphilic molecules25

which can spontaneously self-assemble into ordered structures. At low to moderate concen-26

trations (<30-40 wt%), most surfactants form globular micelles, extensively used in cleaning,27

foaming and encapsulation applications. Inevitable variations in temperature, and partic-28

ularly cooling, can reduce the solubility of surfactants leading to the formation of crystals,29

hence compromising the long-term stability and overall performance of such micellar sus-30

pensions.6–8 Cooling crystallisation is of special concern particularly for systems whose min-31

imum solubility temperature is near room temperature (∼20 ◦C) for typical concentrations32

used in formulated products (5-30 wt%).9 Well-known surfactants in this category include33

CetylTrimethylAmmonium Bromide (CTAB)10 and Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS)11 which34

are widely used in detergent formulations,12 pharmaceutical products,13–17 and bio-18–22 and35

nano-technology23–26 processes.36

Crystallisation is a first-order phase transition initiated by nucleation events whose ther-37

modynamics is often described in simple terms by the Classic Nucleation Theory (CNT).27,2838

CNT provides a minimal model for describing various scenarios of homogeneous nucleation39

in a supersaturated bulk solution. In practice, however, even at high level of supersaturation,40

bulk crystallisation occurs via a heterogeneous process initiated by nucleation on impurities41
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(indicated by case 1 in Fig. 1).29–32 Additionally, solution crystallisation is often initiated in42

the vicinity of an interface with another material which may exist in either gas, liquid or43

solid phases or a combination of these, as illustrated schematically by cases 2-4 in Fig. 1.33,3444

Controlling heterogeneous crystallisation in the bulk is often challenging due to an incom-45

plete knowledge of the structure, size and interfacial properties of impurities. By contrast,46

surface-induced crystallisation on solid confinement boundaries of prescribed characteris-47

tics offers robust routes to examine the role of the various physico-chemical variables.35–4148

Additionally, manifestations of confined and substrate-induced crystallisation are expected49

to be prevalent, and amplified, in common analytical laboratory processes, which employ50

smaller and geometrically confined sample volumes, such as those encountered in optical mi-51

croscopy analyses, microfluidic platforms and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).42–4452

Therefore, understanding the role of commonly-used laboratory substrates on heterogeneous53

phase change processes is crucial for the realistic interpretation of a range of experimental54

characterisation measurements.55

Bulk crystallisation of SDS from aqueous solutions has been the topic of investigations56

for several decades.45–48 Inevitably, most scientific characterisation procedures as well as57

practical applications that involve manipulation of SDS solutions undergo surface-induced58

crystallisation which precedes the nucleation within the bulk. In the last two decades,59

considerable research has been dedicated to analyses of surface-induced crystallisation of60

a variety of chemical compounds such as salts,39,49 synthetic and natural polymers41,50–52
61

and complex pharmaceutical formulations.37,53 By contrast, heterogeneous crystallisation of62

surfactants has received comparably little attention in the literature and, to our knowledge,63

no systematic measurement of the impact of solid surfaces on cooling crystallisation of SDS64

or similar surfactant solutions has been reported. The main goal of this work is therefore65

to examine the role of confining solid boundaries, in particular the contribution of surface66

energy and microscopic surface roughness, on heterogeneous cooling crystallisation of SDS67

solutions.68
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Figure 1: Schematic of different scenarios of bulk (1) and surface-induced (2, 3, and 4)
nucleation considered in this study. R is the radius of the nucleus (in yellow) growing within
the sub-cooled liquid phase (in blue). γn is the average interfacial energy between the nucleus
and the bulk, and θn is the contact angle of the nucleus on the solid substrate. γsl, γns and γla
are solid-liquid, solid-nucleus and liquid-air (surface tension of the liquid) interfacial energies.
α is the roughness wedge angle and Ra refers to the average surface roughness.

We first examine the bulk crystallisation in micellar solutions of SDS in the range of 10-69

30 wt% in cooling experiments using Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) and Dynamic70

Light Scattering (DLS), in conditions of negligible impact from the solid boundaries. We71

measure the solubility boundary of SDS solutions of prescribed concentrations upon cooling72

and identify the corresponding metastable region in the temperature-concentration phase73

diagram. Secondly, we focus on surface-induced heterogeneous crystallisation and investigate74

the effect of free surface energy and roughness of the substrates in contact with µL volumes75

of micellar solutions of SDS in confined geometry, where interfacial effects are significant.76

Finally, we validate our findings of surface-induced heterogeneous crystallisation gathered77

from confined micro-scale geometries in large ‘bulk’ sample volumes.78

Experimental79

Sodium dodecyl sulfate SDS (>99.0% purity) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used80

as received. Solutions for DLS and OM measurements were prepared by diluting SDS in81

deionised water and keeping the solutions at room temperature overnight. Surfactant solu-82

tions were filtered (0.2 µm PTFE syringe filter) before use. For SANS measurements, SDS83

at >99.0% purity was diluted in D2O. Considering the density difference between H2O and84
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D2O, a correction was made when preparing samples in D2O to keep the molar fraction of85

surfactant constant.86

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)87

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was performed using a Zetasizer Nano S (Malvern Pana-88

lytical), which operates in back-scattering (θ = 173◦) with a 633 nm He-Ne laser yielding89

q = 0.0026 Å−1. The cuvette temperature was controlled with a Peltier system in the range90

of 30 ◦C to 0 ◦C. All cooling cycles were started from 30 ◦C to ensure that samples were91

initially in the isotropic micellar phase, samples were left to reach thermal equilibrium at92

the final temperature Tf and time-resolved data were acquired over one hour to probe the93

transition from micellar to crystalline phases. To achieve the largest ∆T/∆t in isothermal94

DLS experiments, the test environment was stabilised at Tf before inserting the cuvette95

containing the sample. Data were acquired in triplicate. The raw correlograms were inter-96

preted without any need for cumulant fitting or CONTIN analysis, in order to identify the97

boundaries of the micellar phase.98

Cross-polarised Optical Microscopy (OM)99

Cross-polarised optical microscopy was used to detect phase transition from the isotropic100

micellar phase to the birefringent crystalline phases, following procedures described in a pre-101

vious publication.7 Approximately 0.5 µl of the solution was placed between two thin glass102

cover slips. Solvent evaporation during the experiments was minimised by sealing the area103

surrounding the droplet using an adhesive gasket of 120 µm thickness. Solvent evaporation104

was further controlled during the image processing step by ensuring that the droplet area105

remained constant during the experiments. Any measurement showing droplet shrinkage was106

discarded from the data set. Isothermal experiments were performed by initially stabilising107

the droplet at 30 ◦C before a rapid quench (at 80 ◦C/min) to the final temperature of inter-108

est. Thermal control of the microscopic samples was carried out using a Linkam THMS600109
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temperature control stage. OM images were captured with an Olympus BX41M-LED mi-110

croscope, using 5X and 10X objectives and a CMOS camera (Basler ac2040-90).111

Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS)112

SANS experiments in linear and isothermal cooling cycles were performed on the Larmor113

diffractometer (ISIS, Harwell, UK), with a polychromatic λ=0.9-13.3 Å incident beam and114

sample-to-detector distance = 4.1 m, yielding a fixed momentum transfer range of approx-115

imately 0.005 < Q < 0.6 Å−1 with the peak flux in the intermediate Q range. Quartz cells116

(1 mm banjo pathlength, Starna) containing micellar solutions of SDS were installed into117

a metallic sample changer that was thermally controlled using a liquid bath. Experiments118

were started at 60 ◦C, where all solutions were in the isotropic micellar phase, and then a119

variety of cooling ramps were applied to the samples to reach 0 ◦C.7 The resulting SANS120

data were reduced, using standard procedures, in MANTID.54121

Profilometry and surface roughness122

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surfaces of prescribed roughness were prepared by pouring123

10:1 (base:cross-linker) solution of Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning) over sandpaper of different124

roughness, degassed under a vacuum desiccator and baked at 80 ◦C overnight. Patterned125

PDMS slabs were then peeled off and used as rough substrates. High fidelity replication of126

three-dimensional micro- and nano-structure of sandpaper by using PDMS was previously127

reported in the literature.55 A Bruker DektakXT stylus profiler was used to quantify the128

surface roughness of various PDMS slabs. Stylus force was set at 2 mg and a map of 2 µm129

resolution over an area of 4 × 4 mm2 was obtained for each sample. The arithmetical130

mean deviation of the measured profile Ra was used as an estimate of the surface roughness131

(detailed in SI).132
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Surface plasma treatment and contact angle133

A series of glass (Fisherbrand borosilicate glass coverslips), polycarbonate (Goodfellow, 325-134

170-20) and PDMS (1:10, Sylgard 184) substrates were investigated. A Harrick PDC 13.6135

MHz oxygen plasma cleaner was employed to tune surface free energy. A power of 18 W and136

exposure times of 2 min were used, and the resulting contact angles were measured with a137

digital camera setup.138

Results and discussion139

Due to its wide range of applications, the phase behaviour of aqueous solutions of SDS and140

its hydrated crystals, at equilibrium and in static conditions, have been extensively inves-141

tigated over the past decades.11,46,56–59 Nevertheless, the kinetics of phase transformations142

upon variations of temperature and concentration, and those occurring in the vicinity of143

interfaces remain largely unresolved. Here, we focus on transformations from the micellar144

L1 to the crystalline C phase that occur upon cooling at fixed surfactant concentration. We145

first describe signatures of the two phases obtained through conventional analytical meth-146

ods focusing on nucleation of SDS crystals within the bulk solution. Next, we investigate147

the impact of solid boundaries, particularly surface energy and roughness on heterogeneous148

nucleation of SDS within micellar solutions in confined settings.149

Bulk crystallisation150

Above the Critical Micelle Concentration (CMC) at about 8.2 mM60 and below 30-40 wt% of151

surfactant, aqueous solutions of SDS exist in micellar L1 phase at temperatures above 25 ◦C.152

In this temperature-concentration range, ellipsoidal micelles of SDS elongate and become153

less negatively charged with decreasing temperature.61,62 Upon continuous cooling below154

room temperature, hydrated crystalline SDS structures (C) are formed within the micellar155

solutions (L1).62 We employed DLS to monitor the formation of crystals in the solution with156
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nanoscale resolution in mL volumes of 10-30 wt% SDS. In all experiments, very slow cooling157

ramps (∆T/∆t < 0.5 ◦C/min) combined with temperature steps of ∆T = 1 ◦C and 30 min158

waiting time at each step is applied to ensure sample thermal equilibrium (Fig. 2a). Without159

further analysing the correlograms obtained from DLS analyses, nucleation and growth of160

the crystal within the micellar solutions of SDS can be simply detected by tracking the161

appearance of a time-dependent slow-decay mode at lower temperatures (Fig. 2b). At 20162

wt% SDS, no crystalline phase exists at room temperature, while a clear phase transformation163

was detected at about 13 ◦C. In parallel, SANS measurements detected formation of larger164

hydrated SDS crystals at temperatures below 14 ◦C for 20 wt% SDS, manifested by an165

upturn in lower-Q region alongside a clear sharp Bragg peak at higher Q, characteristic166

of the lamellar crystalline strcuture (Fig. 2c). The Bragg diffraction peaks at 0.192 Å−1
167

(lamellar spacing, d = 32.7 Å) and 0.378 Å−1 respectively correspond to the first and second168

lamellar spacing of the SDS-rich crystalline structure.44,46 The crystalline lamellar structures169

are birefringent and clearly observed using cross-polarised optical microscopy OM (Fig. 2d).170

At a fixed concentration of SDS, the temperature that the crystallisation is first detected171

upon cooling TC,C is much lower than the equilibrium solubility temperature TC,H since a172

sufficient level of sub-cooling is required to induce spontaneous nucleation in the solution.173

The extent of sub-cooling temperature required to obtain crystallisation at a given concen-174

tration is identified as the MetaStable Zone Width (MSZW), see Fig. 2d.48,63,64 The MSZW175

is a strong function of the rate of cooling applied, purity and volume of the sample, and176

the detection resolution of the experimental technique used in continuous cooling experi-177

ments. In practice, most of these variables cannot be independently controlled since the178

experimental measurement approach dictates not only the spatial detection resolution, but179

also the sample volume which in turn impacts the cooling rate, i.e. the larger the sample180

volume the slower the cooling rate that the bulk solution experiences. Moreover, besides the181

geometry, the experimental approach often limits the choice of sample container material182

which can significantly affect the observed crystallisation temperature by promoting surface-183
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induced heterogeneous crystallisation, especially as the surface-to-volume ratio of the sample184

increases. Therefore, any interpretation and comparison of the MSZW measurement reports185

must carefully consider the experimental technique and protocols in use.186

Figure 2: Detection of crystallisation in aqueous micellar solution of SDS upon continuous,
stepped, slow cooling. (a) Schematic example of a cooling path starting from TH in L1

phase until reaching TC,C in L+C phase. (b) DLS measurements show the appearance
of fast-growing larger objects with long decay times, in addition to the primary micellar
aggregates, as the 20 wt% SDS solution is cooled below T = 15◦C. (c) Upon cooling of the
SDS solutions below T < 14◦C, the micellar peak in SANS measurements at intermediate-
Q gradually disappears as a Bragg peak at high-Q and upturn at low-Q, both associated
with the crystallisation of SDS, are detected. The diffraction Bragg peaks at 0.192 Å−1

and 0.378 Å−1 respectively correspond to the first and second lamellar spacing of SDS-rich
crystalline structure. (d) Upon cooling the micellar phase, crystallisation occurs at TC,C

(solid line) that is lower than the temperature at which the crystals disappear TC,H (dotted
line11,57) in a reverse heating cycle. The L1 and L1+C phases are separated by a metastable
zone. Cross-polarised optical microscopy images of solutions of 20 wt% SDS show growth
of crystals as the solution is cooled below 13◦C. The isotropic micellar phase (L1) appears
black, while the crystalline phase C is birefringent.

Owing to the relatively large sample volume and high detection resolution, SANS and187

DLS measurements allow precise tracking of static nucleation and crystallisation in the bulk188

based on the assumption of negligible contribution from sample interaction with its sur-189

rounding solid boundaries. However, rational comparison of kinetic measurements obtained190

from different analytical tools, where significant contribution of non-homogeneous nucle-191
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ation is likely, largely relies on mechanistic understanding of surface-induced heterogeneous192

nucleation. In the following sections, we use DLS as a facile tool to characterise the bulk193

crystallisation of SDS solutions at a given concentration (20 wt%) and compare results with194

those obtained by optical microscopy analyses of microdroplets in order to assess the poten-195

tial impact of interactions with typical bounding interfaces.196

Figure 3: Induction time of crystallisation in isothermal DLS experiments for SDS solutions.
(a) Schematic of a typical thermal path followed in isothermal DLS and OM tests. The
induction time ti is measured from the initial time that sample is exposed to Tf . (b) The
nucleation and growth of crystals are identified through the appearance a slow-mode decay
in the raw DLS correlograms, here after 28 min at 13 ◦C. (c) Microdroplet experiment: a
droplet of 20 wt% SDS solution is confined between two identical transparent substrates that
are sealed around the droplet to minimise the evaporation. The sample is placed on top of
a thermally controlled stage and is subsequently quenched at 80 ◦C/min to reach the final
temperature Tf . Micro-graphs correspond to OM images of a confined droplet at 4 ◦C (here
using glass substrates), in which crystallisation occurs within the first minute of reaching Tf .
Scale bar corresponds to 500 µm.

Isothermal measurements and induction time197

In order to eliminate the effect of cooling rate as a variable in our measurements, here we per-198

form isothermal tests in which the micellar solution is rapidly cooled to the final temperature199

Tf and held isothermally for 60 min during which continuous time-resolved detection of any200

possible crystallisation in the solution is performed (Fig. 3a). Under isothermal conditions,201
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the time required for the critical nucleus formation and growth of a detectable crystalline202

phase in a supersaturated solution is referred to as the induction time ti.65 Induction time203

provides a convenient measure of the supersaturation level within the solution, while pro-204

viding an indirect tool for estimating kinetics of nucleation and crystal growth.37,65,66205

Miller et al. (2016) measured the induction time for SDS solutions in isothermal tests,206

however, their measurement showed no crystal formation for Tf > 5 ◦C at 20 wt%, and207

yielded a wide metastable zone considering the corresponding equilibrium solubility tem-208

perature of 20 ◦C.47 Note that the induction time here refers to the time required for the209

formation of detectable crystalline phase from an equilibrium micellar phase. Using Dif-210

ferential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), Summerton et al. (2016) observed crystallisation at211

around 12±1◦C for 20 wt% SDS solutions, which is closer to the equilibrium phase transition,212

but no information on the kinetics of crystallisation and induction time was provided.44 In213

our isothermal DLS tests, no detectable change was found within 60 min of reaching Tf > 14214

◦C in micellar solution of 20 wt% SDS. A clear change in the correlation data attributed to215

the emergence of crystals was found only after 25 min at Tf = 13 ◦C (Fig. 3b). This finding216

emphasises the sensitivity of MSZW measurements of similar systems to the experimental217

protocol followed even under identical isothermal test conditions. Given that the induction218

time is expected to be extremely large near the phase boundary, it is practically difficult219

to measure accurately and often may be missed if samples are not equilibrated for long220

enough. In general, in the range of 10-30 wt% of SDS, the cooling crystallisation tempera-221

tures detected here by DLS matched those reported previously based on DSC measurements222

(Fig. SI1).44223

Surface-induced crystallisation224

While isothermal experiments effectively determine the impact of sub-cooling on the induc-225

tion time of crystallisation, other conditions can dramatically influence the induction time226

of crystallisation. Such conditions are often achieved by promoting heterogeneous crystalli-227
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sation of the solution on additional surfaces and boundaries.37,67,68 Here, we characterise the228

effect of surface energy and topography of solid interfaces on the crystallisation induction229

time of micellar solutions of SDS through OM analyses of confined microdroplets, where the230

contribution of the surface effects is maximised. Fig. 3c shows a schematic of the micro-231

droplet experimental setup used in this study. An isothermal quenching test similar to that232

represented in Fig. 3a is applied to the bottom substrate (here glass) on which the micro-233

droplet of solution of 20 wt% SDS rests. It is practically simpler to impose a well-controlled234

cooling ramp in the microdroplet experimental setting thanks to the small volume of the235

sample, large surface area in contact with the cooling device and precise control of thermal236

ramps imposed by the thermal stage. All isothermal cooling crystallisation tests reported237

here are thus achieved by initial cooling of the micellar droplet at 80 ◦C/min. The micro-238

droplet setup allows microscopic detection of various hydration states of SDS in the crystals,239

which are correlated to their morphology,47 and their growth in time thanks to the relatively240

high temporal resolution of the optical imaging apparatus (here on the order of 10−2 s) and241

fast thermal equilibrium of the sample.48242

As expected, the induction times ti measured by DLS and OM significantly decrease243

upon decreasing the final temperature Tf and reaching higher sub-cooling ∆T in solution244

(Fig. 4). Considering that the volume of the sample and the detection length-scales have been245

simultaneously reduced by ∼3 orders of magnitude in microdroplet experiments compared246

to DLS, the induction time for detection of bulk crystallisation in the microdroplet setup247

could be expected to be significantly longer. Note that effects of confinement due to the248

higher level of supersaturation in the nano-litre environment is negligible here.69 However,249

comparison between microdroplet and DLS measurements at similar conditions presented250

in Fig. 4 shows a significant reduction in ti for OM analyses performed on smaller sample251

volumes. This observation indicates that the crystallisation observed in microdroplets is252

promoted by the considerably larger contact area of the sample with the bounding surfaces,253

and thus larger surface-area to volume ratio, SA : V , as shown in Fig. 4 (see SI for more254
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details). Next, we explore the impact of free energy and microscopic roughness of the surface255

on the SDS crystal nucleation in microdroplet experiments through measurement of ti.256

Figure 4: Comparison between induction time measurements using DLS for 1 mL of solution
and microscopy (on glass substrates) for a droplet of ≈ 0.5 µL volume. Solutions contain 20
wt% of SDS. The induction time decreases with reducing the final sub-cooled temperature
Tf . Due to the large volume of the samples requiring relatively long thermal equilibrium
time and low temporal resolution of DLS, shorter induction times expected at Tf < 4 ◦C
are not considered here. ∆T corresponds to TC,C − Tf and Surface-area to volume ratio
SA : V is calculated considering all air-liquid interfaces and solid surfaces. Images on the
right show examples of SDS crystallisation in aqueous micellar solution in a DLS cuvette
(top) and microscopic droplet (bottom).

Surface free energy257

We investigate the impact of surface energy for substrates that are relevant to laboratory-258

scale crystallisation measurements (e.g., in sample vials, or microfluidic devices), namely259

glass, PDMS and polycarbonate (PC). To modify the surface energy of the glass, used in260

measurements presented in Fig. 3, we use an oxygen plasma treatment. Plasma treatment is261

a common processing step, used in industrial and laboratory environments, to increase the262

surface free energy, and enhance molecular interactions and adhesion on the surface,75,76 as263

well as in the surface bonding and sealing of micro-devices.264

Our microdroplet experiments on plasma-treated glass show significantly faster induction265

of crystal nucleation and larger number density of crystals compared to those on untreated266

glass, as shown in the image sequences in Fig. 5a. At a given temperature (here Tf = 12 ◦C)267
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Figure 5: Effect of surface energy on surface-induced isothermal crystallisation of 20 wt%
micellar SDS solutions. (a) Cross-polarised OM time lapse images of microdroplets sand-
wiched between glass cover-slips without (top) and with (bottom) oxygen plasma treatment
(for 2 min) at Tf = 12 ◦C. On the native glass substrate, no crystals are formed within the
first 20 min of reaching Tf . Plasma treatment of the glass substrate significantly promoted
crystal nucleation and detectable crystals were observed within 10 min of reaching the final
temperature. The scale bar corresponds to 300 µm. (b) Induction times ti measured on
glass, oxygen plasma treated glass (P-glass), PDMS and polycarbonate substrates as a func-
tion of Tf . The dashed line represent the condition at which measurements in panel (c) are
collected. (c) Induction time ti measurements vs contact angle of water on different surfaces
at Tf = 4 ◦C. Average surface free energy values reported in the literature are provided as a
reference.70–74 Images show wetting conditions for DI water droplets on the different tested
substrates.

no SDS crystals were detected on the surface of untreated glass in the first 20 min, while268

clear birefringent crystalline structures were visible on plasma-treated glass within 10 min of269

reaching Tf . Plasma oxidation significantly increases the free surface energy of glass (from270

≃60±7 mN/m to 70±7 mN/m), rendering it more hydrophilic. In order to further verify our271

conclusion that heterogeneous crystallisation of SDS is enhanced by increasing total surface272

free energy, we measure the crystallisation ti for 20 wt% micellar solutions for a range of final273

temperatures 4 ◦C < Tf < 12 ◦C on glass, plasma-treated glass (P-glass), and PDMS, see274

Fig. 5b. For all three surfaces, ti decreases exponentially with decreasing Tf (Fig. 5b) and275

becomes closer to the lower boundary metastable zone (Fig. 2d). Considering the anionic276

nature of SDS, it is expected that the polar contribution of the surface free energy will277
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define the rate of interaction with the surfactant molecules and influence induction time278

of crystallisation, see Fig. SI3. Therefore, simple water contact angle measurements can279

adequately describe the impact of surface energy on SDS crystallisation as confirmed in280

Fig. 5c. For a given final temperature (here 4 ◦C), we found ti to increase from ∼35 s on281

plasma-treated glass (contact angle ≈ 8◦) to ∼80 s on polycarbonate PC (contact angle ≈282

75◦) and finally to ∼650 s on PDMS (contact angle ≈ 107◦). The corresponding total surface283

free energy values reported in the literature are included Fig. 5c as a reference, see Fig. SI3284

for comparison between impacts of polar and non-polar surface energy contributions.75–81285

The effect of the substrate free energy on ti can be rationalised in terms of a lower contact286

angle of the heterogeneous SDS crystal nuclei forming on the solid substrate (θn in Fig. 1)287

of higher surface energy which in turn yields a lower nucleation energy barrier.33 We note288

that crystallisation of aqueous micellar solutions of SDS is mainly controlled by the con-289

tribution of polar surface energy (Fig. SI3), which is clearly reflected in the contact angle290

of water droplets on the surface, see Fig. 5c. The interfacial energy between the substrate291

and crystalline phase depends on the absorption and adhesion of the solute molecules on292

the bounding solid surfaces which is generally governed by the attractive forces arising from293

chemical bonds, hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions,82 whose cumulative con-294

tribution is quantified by the surface free energy.83–85 Therefore, correlating ti with surface295

free energy appears to provide a simple, practical approach to estimate the substrate im-296

pact on heterogeneous nucleation in surfactant crystallisation. More precise identification297

of molecular aspects of surface-induced crystallisation requires application of time-resolved298

experimental structural measurements and non-classical two-step theoretical analysis in the299

vicinity of the interface.86–88300

Microscopic surface roughness301

Another route for reducing the energy barrier to heterogeneous nucleation on substrates302

of low free energy is the introduction of roughness on the surface.52,89 Roughness can be303
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modelled in terms of geometrical wedges of depth Ra constructed of smooth flat surfaces304

joined at an angle α, see case 4 in Fig. 1. Heterogeneous crystallisation becomes thus305

controlled not only by the interfacial energy and contact angle of the nucleus on the surface306

θn, but also by the wedge geometry, namely its depth and angle of the opening.90–93 For307

wedges filled with the liquid phase, which are significantly larger than radius of a critical308

nuclei R, the energy barrier in CNT disappears when θn ≪ 180◦−α, i. e. deep narrow wedge309

geometries promote spontaneous nucleation.34,91310

Figure 6: Promoting surface-induced heterogeneous crystallisation of SDS on PDMS sub-
strates by introducing microscopic surface roughness. (a) Rough PDMS surfaces are fabri-
cated using commercially available sandpaper at different grit numbers. Profilometry mea-
surements on a 4 × 4 mm2 are used to correlate the grit size with the quantitative surface
roughness amplitude and shape. (b) Surface roughness Ra increases from about 5 µm for grit
size 3000 to around 60 µm for grit size 60. The wedge angle α is estimated as the average
of 10 different measurements performed across the rough PDMS substrates. Examples of
typical wedges at different grit numbers are presented with scale bars representing 20 µm.
Optimal rough surfaces for promoting faster heterogeneous nucleation are expected to ex-
hibit larger amplitude of roughness while maintaining wedges of smaller internal angle, α,
as highlighted by the blue strip. (c) The induction time is significantly reduced on rough
PDMS substrates, especially as roughness in increased to 10 µm and above, corresponding
to sandpaper grit number 1000 and smaller.
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While most computational and experimental investigations of heterogeneous nucleation311

on rough surfaces have been dedicated to understanding the effect of nano-scale surface312

structures,35,52,53,89,92,94,95 our goal here is to identify the impact of larger microscopic sur-313

face roughness,96,97 where the wedge dimension is significantly larger than critical radius of314

the nucleus. To this end, we perform microdroplet experiments on rough PDMS substrates315

fabricated via a templating approach, using commercially available sandpaper of different316

grades. Thanks to its high efficacy in replicating surface structures down to sub-micron317

feature sizes and its low surface energy, PDMS offers a suitable substrate for quantifying the318

effect of surface roughness on heterogeneous surface-induced crystallisation without modify-319

ing surface chemistry.320

Figure 7: Time sequence of crystallisation in microdroplets on smooth glass, PDMS and
rough PDMS (grit 2000) substrates, at Tf=3.5±0.5 ◦C. Crystal formation is initiated at the
air-liquid interface around the droplets on smooth surfaces, in contrast to those appearing
at the roughness sites on rough PDMS substrates. Scale bar refers to 500 µm.

Roughness of sandpaper is commonly quantified by the ‘grit size’, which refers to the size321

of the abrasive particles on its surface, and can thus be correlated with the amplitude of322

surface roughness. Fig. 6a shows surface topography of the PDMS substrates obtained using323

different grits of sandpaper as templates. A wide range of surface undulations with ampli-324

tudes ranging from around 100 µm down to about 5 µm were obtained using sandpapers325

with grit numbers ranging from 60 to 3000, respectively. We characterised the topography326

of the roughness by measuring both amplitude (Ra) and opening angle of the surface un-327
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dulation (α) by profilometry, Fig. 6b. Further information on surface roughness analyses is328

provided in SI. Computational molecular dynamic analyses at the nanoscale32,33,93 predict329

that surfaces of larger roughness with deep narrow wedges offer ideal geometrical settings330

to promote surface-induced crystallisation. By analogy to our microscale roughness, this331

range corresponds to PDMS surfaces templated with grit sizes smaller than 1000 (shown in332

Fig. 6b), where roughness is found to significantly reduce ti (Fig. 6c). In general, ti measure-333

ments on PDMS surfaces of various roughness show that adding microscopic roughness to334

the PDMS surface dramatically reduces the crystallisation induction time (Fig. 6c). Relative335

to smooth PDMS substrates (towards the right end of the x-axis in Fig. 6c), more than an336

order of magnitude reduction in ti is achieved by inducing wedges of depth larger 10 µm.337

A boomerang shaped curve with a minimum around grit size 400 describes the trend of ti338

vs. surface roughness, similar to the results presented previously in the literature for nucle-339

ation from vapour on microscopically rough glass surfaces.96 This observation confirms that340

effective promotion/inhibition of surface-induced crystallisation can be achieved by careful341

design of the roughness size and geometry.342

We note that in the microdroplet experiments on smooth substrates, the initial primary343

crystallisation sites are typically located at the triple contact line between the liquid droplet,344

surrounding air and top/bottom solid substrates (first and second columns in Fig. 7). This345

observation is rationally supported by previous computer simulations by Sear33 demonstrat-346

ing that the rate of the nucleation is significantly larger at the three-phase contact point347

of air-water-solid impurities. The nucleation energy barrier at the air-liquid-solid interface348

(case 3 in Fig. 1) is significantly reduced by the lower contribution of the interfacial tension349

of nucleus due to the partial interface with the bulk liquid, which minimises the contribution350

of γn. Additionally, nucleation at the triple contact point substitutes the existing interfacial351

energies γsl and γla by the newly generated γsn and γna, respectively. Therefore, crystal nu-352

cleation is enhanced at the solid-liquid-air contact point on flat substrates, unless nucleation353

interfacial energies with the solid γsn and the gas phase γna are considerably large. Inter-354
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estingly, adding surface roughness not only accelerates the surface crystallisation on PDMS,355

but also clearly promotes nucleation and crystallisation within the droplet and not on the356

boundaries at the surrounding air interface, as was observed for flat smooth surfaces and357

highlighted by comparison of the third with the first two columns in Fig. 7.33358

Conclusion359

We have investigated the heterogeneous crystallisation of aqueous micellar solutions of SDS360

upon cooling. Using DLS and SANS we have characterised the ‘bulk’ metastable zone width361

MSZW. Comparison with previous reports44,47 shows that the detection resolution of the362

experimental techniques in use, volume of the sample, and cooling rates imposed may sig-363

nificantly impact measurements of the MSZW. We introduced confined microdroplet cooling364

crystallisation experiments which amplify surface-induced crystallisation, and enable the ex-365

amination of the effects of surface free energy and roughness on heterogeneous crystallisation366

through measurement on induction time, ti. In general, heterogeneous nucleation in micro-367

droplets was enhanced by increasing the surface free energy of the substrate and introducing368

microscopic roughness on the surface. Shortest crystallisation ti was achieved on surfaces of369

large roughness amplitude and small roughness wedge angle.370

As the sample surface-to-volume ratio decreases, one trivially expects the surface-induced371

heterogeneous nucleation to become less significant compared to the bulk nucleation, espe-372

cially for smooth surfaces of low free energy. As confirmation, our experiments performed373

in clean untreated glass vials containing approximately 3 mL of 20 wt% SDS solutions show374

minimal crystallisation within 30 min of reaching the highest level supersaturation tested375

here at Tf = 4 ◦C, see images of the vials in top row of Fig. 8 for glass and smooth PDMS.376

For comparison, confined microdroplet experiments on smooth glass and PDMS crystallised377

within 1 and 16 min, respectively. Nevertheless, we predict that substrates with high free378

energy and/or microscopic roughness can play significant roles in promoting heterogeneous379
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Figure 8: Crystallisation in glass vials containing ∼3 mL (bulk-like volume) of 20 wt% SDS
solution at Tf = 4 ◦C over 30 min. Samples were cooled from 30 ◦C, at which SDS solutions
are in the micellar L1 phase. Plasma treatment of the internal surface of the glass vial accel-
erates the formation of SDS crystals. Exposure to 2 min oxygen plasma significantly reduces
the nucleation induction time ti compared to those exposed to 1 min plasma. Untreated
glass vials show minimal crystallisation within 30 min of the test. Placing slabs of PDMS of
increasing roughness on the bottom of the containers enhances the heterogeneous nucleation
and increases the density of crystallisation relative to vials with no/smooth PDMS. The base
diameter of the vials is 20 mm.
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nucleation in larger volumes, and are thus important in practical applications. Fig. 8 confirms380

and quantifies the accelerated surface-induced crystallisation promoted by plasma treatment381

of the solid boundaries of the container, or by the introduction of rough surfaces. Evidently,382

understanding the impact of surfaces on heterogeneous crystallisation can be used to con-383

trol the nucleation density and induction time via tuning the surface energy and roughness,384

even in ‘bulk’ volumes. The confined microdroplet approach employed here provides a facile385

yet rigorous tool to examine surface effects on heterogeneous crystallisation which can then386

be extended to larger volumes often encountered in material processing units, as well as in387

laboratory analyses.388
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